Lead optimization of novel p53-MDM2 interaction inhibitors possessing dihydroimidazothiazole scaffold.
With the aim of discovering potent inhibitors of the p53-MDM2 interaction and thus obtaining a potent anticancer drug, we have pursued synthesis and optimization of dihydroimidazothiazole derivatives, which have been discovered via scaffold hopping by mimicing the mode of interaction between MDM2 and Nutlins. Upon the discovery we encountered a problem involving the chemical instability of the scaffold, that is, susceptibility to oxidation which led to imidazothiazole. In order to solve this problem and to obtain further potent compounds, we executed medicinal research and thus furnished the optimal compounds by incorporating the methyl group onto the C-6 position to avoid the oxidation, and by modifying the C-2 moiety of the additional proline motif, which furnished high potency. The incorporation of the pyrrolidine moiety at the C-2 position raised another hydrophobic interaction site with MDM2 protein, which was generated by the induced-fitting observed by co-crystal structure analysis. These optimal molecules showed significant improvement in potency when compared with the early lead (+)-1 or Nutlin-3a.